Access. Now.
Access any computer remotely, be it from the other end of the office or halfway around the world. AnyDesk ensures secure and reliable Remote Desktop connections for IT professionals and on-the-go individuals alike.
Connect from everywhere, on any device using Unattended Access or features like Remote Printing, accessing your work desktop feels like you’re there.

AnyDesk’s industry leading video-codec DeskRT helps creatives to work seamlessly from afar by reducing latency to a level imperceptible to the human eye, even at low bandwidth.
Blazing fast.

Our industry leading video-codec DeskRT reduces latency to a level imperceptible to the human eye.

60 fps
Refresh rate

<16 ms
Latency

100 kb/s
Bandwidth use

Passmark-Ranking¹
1. AnyDesk 40 Pts
2. Windows Remote 35 Pts
3. TeamViewer 30 Pts

ScienceSoft-Ranking¹
1. AnyDesk 45 Pts
2. TeamViewer 44 Pts
3. Splashtop 42 Pts

¹ Based on Frame Rate, Latency, Bandwidth, Frame Size

Runs everywhere.

AnyDesk runs native clients on all major platforms. Mobile and Web Client included.

Windows
MacOS
Linux
Chrome OS

Android
iOS
Raspberry PI
FreeBSD

Blazing fast.

AnyDesk runs native clients on all major platforms. Mobile and Web Client included.

Windows
MacOS
Linux
Chrome OS

Android
iOS
Raspberry PI
FreeBSD
Security is our priority.

We use military-grade TLS technology to ensure your device is protected from unauthorized access.

**TLS 1.2**
Standardised Protocol Technology

**256-bit AES**
Transport Encryption

**DHE**
Forward secrecy

**2-Factor**
Authentication

Loved by many.

Trusted by millions of users and thousands of businesses around the globe.

+100K Customers

190 Countries

~700K Daily downloads

+500M Installations
AnyDesk

Put us to the test and get in touch.

Germany
Türlenstraße 2
70191 Stuttgart
Germany

Kurfürstendamm 182
10707 Berlin
Germany

Asia
2589 Central Plaza
381 HuaiHai Middle Rd
Shanghai, PRC

Unit 01, 82/F, international Commerce Centre, 1 Austin Rd W,
West Kowloon, Hong Kong

Americas
19321 US Route 19 North, Suite 505,
Clearwater, FL 33764
USA

anydesk.com